Acidification, anoxia, and extinction: A multiple logistic regression analysis of extinction selectivity during the Middle and Late Permian
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ABSTRACT

Patterns of taxonomic and ecologic selectivity are the most direct record of processes influencing survival during background and mass extinctions. The Guadalupian (Capitanian) and end-Permian (Changhsingian) extinctions have both been linked to environmental degradation from eruption of large flood basalts; however, the extent to which taxonomic selectivity conforms to the expected stresses remains incompletely understood because many of the relevant biological traits are mutually correlated. Here we use a large occurrence-based database to quantify extinction selectivity during background and mass extinction intervals from the Kungurian (latest Early Permian) to Changhsingian. Our multiple logistic regression analysis confirms that the end-Permian extinction was a physiological crisis, selecting against genera with poorly buffered respiratory physiology and calcareous shells. Genera with unbuffered physiology also fared poorly in the Guadalupian extinction, consistent with recognition of a pronounced crisis only among protists and reef-builders and implying a similar respiratory physiological stress. Despite sharing a similar trigger, the end-Permian extinction was considerably more severe than the Guadalupian or other Phanerozoic physiological crises. Its magnitude may have resulted from a larger environmental perturbation, although the combination of warming, hypercapnia, ocean acidification, and hypoxia during the end-Permian extinction likely exacerbated the crisis because of the multiplicative effects of those stresses. Although ocean carbon cycle and evolutionary changes have reduced the sensitivity of modern ecosystems to physiological stresses, extant marine invertebrates face the same synergistic effects of multiple stressors that were so severe during the end-Permian extinction.

INTRODUCTION

Extinction selectivity is a powerful control on macroevolutionary pattern and can often serve as a fingerprint for underlying causes. The end-Permian mass extinction was the most severe extinction event of the Phanerozoic (Raup and Sepkoski, 1982), causing dramatic and permanent shifts in the taxonomic and ecological structure of marine ecosystems (Bambach et al., 2002; Wagner et al., 2006). The differential impact of the end-Permian extinction on brachiopods relative to bivalves has long been known (e.g., Gould and Calloway, 1980; Sepkoski, 1981). Knoll et al. (1996, 2007; see also Kiessling and Simpson, 2011) have since shown that end-Permian extinction risk varied substantially across major marine animal clades as a function of respiratory and skeletal physiology. From these findings, Knoll et al. (2007) proposed that end-Permian extinction was primarily physiological in nature, resulting from the combined stresses of increased \( p_{\text{CO}_2} \) and temperature and reduced \( p_{\text{O}_2} \) and carbonate saturation.

Despite the strong association between physiology and extinction risk, the extent to which the end-Permian extinction resulted from direct physiological stress remains incompletely understood for two reasons. First, ecological and physiological variables are often mutually correlated, leading many variables to correlate with extinction risk when considered independently. Second, recent improvements to correlation of the Permian time scale and improved sampling of the Late Permian fossil record have vastly expanded the number of genera known from the Changhsingian, from 443 including all range-through taxa (Knoll et al., 2007) to 701 sampled-in-bin genera here, including many that were previously considered victims of a Guadalupian extinction event (Clapham et al., 2009). Consequently, reanalysis is required to determine the extent to which end-Permian selectivity deviates from preceding stages.

Understanding the role of physiological stresses in marine extinctions is particularly important because a number of major and minor biotic crises were caused by physiologically linked environmental perturbations similar to those faced by the modern marine fauna (Kiessling and Simpson, 2011). Hypoxic conditions, one potential contributor to the end-Permian mass extinction (Wignall and Twitchett, 1996; Grice et al., 2005), are expanding in modern ocean “dead zones” (Diaz and Rosenberg, 2008). At the same time, rapidly increasing \( p_{\text{CO}_2} \), also associated with numerous biotic crises (Wignall, 2001; Payne et al., 2010; Kiessling and Simpson, 2011), is exacerbating respiratory stress in those hypoxic settings (Pörtner et al., 2005; Brewer and Peltzer, 2009) and negatively impacting shell production in many calcifying groups via ocean acidification (Caldeira and Wickett, 2003).

METHODS

We use a database of nearly 50,000 marine invertebrate fossil occurrences from 8900 collections to examine physiological, mineralogical, and ecological influences on genus-level extinction risk during the end-Permian (Changhsingian) and Guadalupian (Capitanian) extinctions. Extinction during the Changhsingian is assessed from occurrences in nearly 1900 Triassic collections, supplemented by data from the Paleobiology Database (http://www.paleodb.org). We further examine extinction selectivity during the other latest Early to Late Permian stages (Kungurian, Roadian, Wordian, and Wuchiapingian) to compare extinction patterns against a historical baseline. Species richness per genus (excluding occurrences in open nomenclature), abundance (number of occurrences), and geographic range (number of equal-area geographic bins occupied) were determined separately in each stage. Species richness was included in our analyses because genus-level traits such as abundance and geographic range are confounded by the number of species per genus. Physiology, skeletal mineralogy, and life habit were assumed to be constant over the lifetime of a genus. Although an organism’s ability to buffer intracellular conditions and shell calcification against changes in ambient water chemistry is highly variable within clades, even at the species or genus level (Widdicombe and Spicer, 2008; Kroeker et al., 2010), we followed Kiessling and Simpson (2011) and Knoll et al. (1996, 2007) in classifying genera broadly as having well-buffered (active) or poorly buffered (passive) physiology. Well-buffered groups include bivalves, gastropods, cephalopods, ostracods, and trilobites, whereas corals, sponges, brachiopods, bryozans, and crinoids were considered to have a poorly buffered physiology. Skeletal mineralogy was coded as aragonite, calcite (including bimineralic shells), or noncarbonate (chitin, phosphate, silica). Because infaunal taxa may experience and thus have adaptations for physiological stresses such as hypoxia or hypercapnia, each genus was classified as infaunal or...
noninfaunal (combining epifaunal and swimming taxa). We used multiple logistic regression (e.g., Payne and Finnegan, 2007) to assess the independent associations of the ecological and physiological predictors with extinction risk (see the GSA Data Repository1). The multiple regression analysis simultaneously considered species richness, abundance, geographic range, life position, mineralogy (aragonite versus calcite), mineralogy (carbonate versus noncarbonate), and physiology as predictors, but did not include interaction terms between them.

RESULTS
Taxa with poorly buffered physiology were at significantly greater risk of extinction only during the Capitanian and Changhsingian stages, representing the Guadalupian and end-Permian extinctions, but not during other stages (Fig. 1A). We also observe selectivity with respect to skeletal mineralogy during the Changhsingian only, at which time having a skeleton made of a compound other than calcium carbonate was highly beneficial (Fig. 1C). Although the sample sizes are small, taxa with phosphatic or siliceous skeletons (linguliform brachiopods, conulariids, and hexactinellid and nonhypercalcified demosponges) were significantly more likely to survive the end-Permian extinction, even when accounting for differences in physiology, geographic range, and other traits. Noncarbonate mineralogy did not confer any advantages during background extinction or during the Guadalupian crisis. We observe no significant differences between taxa with aragonite and calcite (including bimineralic) shells.

Even though infaunal taxa are typically regarded as having broader physiological tolerances than closely related epifaunal genera due to more frequent exposure to hypoxic and hypercapnic conditions in their burrows (Knoll et al., 1996, 2007; Widdicombe and Spicer, 2008), life position did not predict survival during the two crisis intervals. Infaunal taxa were more likely to survive only in the Kungurian and Wordian stages, a pattern likely driven by high extinction intensity among ammonoids. When ammonoids are excluded from the analysis, life position is only a significant predictor of extinction risk for the Changhsingian. In contrast to previous findings, however, we observed that infaunal genera were more likely to go extinct than epifaunal genera during the Changhsingian (p = 0.01), likely the result of the more complete record of Changhsingian taxa (particularly bivalves, the main infaunal group) used here.

Background extinction selectivity was more consistently significant with respect to geographic range than with respect to other measures of rarity or commonness. Narrowly distributed genera were at significantly greater risk of extinction during background intervals in the Permian (Kungurian–Wuchiapingian), but the relationship weakened considerably in the Changhsingian, although it was still marginally significant (p = 0.049) (Fig. 1F). Abundance was not a significant predictor of extinction risk in the Changhsingian or most background intervals (Fig. 1E).

DISCUSSION
Our multiple regression analysis generally confirms previous findings of physiological selectivity during the Changhsingian and Capitanian extinctions (Knoll et al., 2007; Kiessling and Simpson, 2011). Kiessling and Simpson (2011) also identified the Wuchiapingian as a stage in which extinction rates were higher among unbuffered groups. Our results do not agree with this previous finding, but the discrepancy is most likely the result of differences in analytical methods or taxonomic breadth among the data sets. Kiessling and Simpson (2011) used a maximum-likelihood model comparison of extinction rates, excluded single-bin genera from the calculation of extinction intensity, and included calcareous algae and siliceous brachiopods in their data sets. Our results do not include interaction terms between physiological and ecological predictors, and we considered a smaller set of traits compared to the previous study. Despite these differences, our results generally agree with previous findings, indicating that physiological selectivity during the Changhsingian and Capitanian extinctions is driven by differences in physiological tolerances among taxa, and that the extent of this selectivity is influenced by ecological traits such as geographic range and abundance.

Figure 1. Kungurian–Changhsingian trends in biological and ecological selectivity of genus survivorship. In all plots, log-odds of zero indicate no association between the trait and survival; significant associations (p < 0.05) are indicated by solid symbols. Shaded gray areas indicate preferential survival of taxa with poorly buffered physiology (A), aragonite shell mineralogy (B), noncarbonate shell mineralogy (C), noninfaunal (epifaunal and nektic combined) life position (D), high abundance (E), and broad geographic range (F).

1GSA Data Repository item 2011310, Table DR1 (data matrix used in multiple logistic regression analyses), is available online at www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2011.htm, or on request from editing@geosociety.org or Documents Secretary, GSA, P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301, USA.
foraminifera in addition to marine invertebrates, whereas we used logistic regression, proportional extinction, included single-bin genera, and restricted analysis to invertebrate groups.

Preferential extinction of taxa with a poorly buffered physiology, independent of the influence of other ecological and mineralogical traits, implies that end-Permian extinction kill mechanisms were primarily physiological in nature. Several different physiological kill mechanisms are possible, including hypoxia (e.g., Wignall and Twitchett, 1996; Grice et al., 2005), hypercapnia, and/or reduced carbonate saturation (e.g., Knoll et al., 2007; Payne et al., 2010; Kiessling and Simpson, 2011). Because taxa with weakly buffered respiratory physiology are less adept at controlling intracellular pH and maintaining respiratory efficiency under elevated CO2 levels, they are likely more susceptible at a population level to extinction from hypercapnia or ocean acidification (Knoll et al., 2007; Kiessling and Simpson, 2011). The importance of shell mineralogy, indicated by preferential survival of genera with noncarbonate skeletons independent of the preferential survival of genera with buffered physiology, further suggests that ocean acidification was a major stress. Although selectivity patterns are best interpreted to reflect physiological stresses related to CO2 concentrations and ocean carbonate chemistry, hypoxia likely also contributed to the severity of end-Permian extinctions. The physiological effects of hypoxia and hypercapnia are not independent; instead, hypoxic stress interacts with stress from hypercapnia and high temperature to reduce respiratory efficiency and growth rates (Pörtner et al., 2005). As the effects are multiplicative, pre-existing widespread hypoxia may have been an important precondition for the end-Permian mass extinction, exacerbating the effects of volcanic CO2 release and warming.

The Capitanian is the only studied stage other than the Changhsingian to include physiology as a significant predictor of survivorship, suggesting that the two crises may be rooted in similar environmental perturbations. The Capitanian extinction has been linked to a large flood basalt eruption, the Emeishan igneous province (Zhou et al., 2002; Wignall et al., 2009; Bond et al., 2010), and although shell mineralogy was not an important control on extinction in the Capitanian, the overall selectivity is consistent with physiological extinction stresses from Emeishan CO2 release.

A physiological cause for the Guadalupian event also explains the variation in extinction intensity across protist and invertebrate groups. The extinction was extremely severe for larger fusulinid foraminifera (Stanley and Yang, 1994; Bond and Wignall, 2009) and reduced the number and volume of hypercalcified sponge reefs (Weidlich, 2002; Kiessling and Simpson, 2011), two groups with very minimal physiological control over respiration and calcification. In contrast, extinction rates were only minimally elevated among brachiopods, bivalves, and gastropods (Clapham et al., 2009). Although there was not a major invertebrate extinction, physiological stresses during the Guadalupian crisis can explain ecological changes such as species-level turnover and a shift in dominant brachiopod genera in South China (Shen and Zhang, 2008) and a shift toward greater molluscan abundance in shelf communities (Clapham and Bottjer, 2007).

The Guadalupian and end-Permian extinctions were two of multiple physiologically driven extinctions or reef crises in the fossil record, including end-Triassic, Toarcian, and Paleocene–Eocene (PETM) events (Kiessling and Simpson, 2011). These other crises, although much less severe than the end-Permian extinction, were also associated with large-magnitude perturbations to the carbon cycle likely caused by flood basalts (Courtillot, 1994; Wignall, 2001) or methane clathrate release (PETM; Zachos et al., 2008), suggesting similar stresses from warming, hypercapnia, and ocean acidification.

Given likely similarities in geological triggers, why was the end-Permian event more severe than those of other physiological crises? First, Permian oceans were likely more sensitive to acidification than their younger counterparts because the deep sea lacked a substantial reservoir of fine-grained biogenic carbonate sediment, the primary buffer today against acidification on timescales of thousands to tens of thousands of years (Archer, 2005). Consequently, rapid unbuffered release of CO2 would have had larger effects on global ocean pH and calcium carbonate saturation state during the Permian than during the Jurassic to Holocene. Second, the global marine biota was also likely more sensitive to physiological stress at the end of the Permian than at other times. Permian marine ecosystems were dominated by members of the Paleozoic fauna (Sepkoski, 1981), primarily low-metabolism, physiologically unbuffered groups such as brachiopods, bryozoans, and crinoids. Those groups are rare today and have largely been replaced by molluscan clades with more buffered physiology (e.g., Bambach et al., 2002). Third, the comparative magnitudes of the major end-Permian and minor Guadalupian extinctions suggest a potential relationship with the magnitude of the environmental perturbation, as the Siberian Traps were also considerably larger than the Emeishan Basalts (Ali et al., 2005; Reichow et al., 2009). The relationship does not hold for other extinctions, however (Wignall, 2001), and is complicated by volatile release from magma–host rock interactions (e.g., Ganino and Arndt, 2009; Svensen et al., 2009). The confluence of multiple stressors (elevated CO2, increased temperature, and widespread hypoxia) may also have contributed to the extreme severity of the end-Permian crisis given the synergistic physiological effects of those conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results indicate that the end-Permian mass extinction was a physiologically selective crisis, favoring taxa with well-buffered physiology and noncarbonate shells, consistent with stresses from warming, elevated pCO2, and anoxia resulting from Siberian Traps volcanism. Despite its much smaller magnitude, the Guadalupian extinction is the only other Permian stage to exhibit similar physiological selectivity. Physiological stresses from the smaller Emeishan flood basalts also explain the pronounced taxonomic differences of the Guadalupian crisis, affecting foraminifera and reef-builders far more severely than most other marine invertebrates. The end-Permian extinction may have been more severe than other Phanerozoic crises because of the lack of deep-sea carbonates, the prevalence of physiologically unbuffered clades, or the extreme magnitude of the environmental perturbation, but the confluence of multiple physiological stressors likely also played a major role.

The Guadalupian, end-Permian, and other physiological extinctions of the Phanerozoic contain lessons for the future of modern marine organisms faced with a warming world, ocean acidification, and spreading hypoxia. On the one hand, many extant marine invertebrates are less susceptible to the kinds of physiological stresses that were so catastrophic in the Permian, perhaps because the composition of marine ecosystems has been tempered by multiple physiological crises during the last 250 million years. On the other hand, the combination of warming, acidification, and hypoxia, as seen in the end-Permian extinction, exacerbates the physiological impact, even in groups with greater buffering capacity. Furthermore, the physiology of many ecologically important groups, such as reef-building corals, is minimally buffered, like their Paleozoic counterparts, and those groups will be at particular risk as anthropogenic stresses grow larger.
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